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Abstract: The study of the expansion potential of artificial oases based on remote sensing data
is of great significance for the rational allocation of water resources and urban planning in arid
areas. Based on the spatio-temporal relationship between morphogenetic landform types and the
development of artificial oases in Xinjiang, this study explored the development pattern of artificial
oases in the past 30 years by using trend analysis and centroid migration analysis, constructing
a series of landform–artificial oasis change indices, and investigating the suitability of different
landforms for the development of artificial oases based on geomorphological location by adopting a
hierarchical clustering method. The following conclusions are drawn: (1) From 1990 to 2020, the area
of artificial oases in the whole territory continued to increase, with significant expansion to the south
from 2005 to 2010. (2) Six categories of landform types for artificial oasis development were created
based on the clustering results. Of these, 7.39% and 6.15% of the area’s geomorphological types
belonged to the first and second suitability classes, respectively. (3) The optimal scale for analyzing
the suitability of landforms for the development of artificial oases over the past 30 years in the whole
area was 8 km, which could explain more than 96% of the changes in the growth of artificial oases.
The distribution of landforms of first- and second-class suitability within the 8 km buffer zone of
an artificial oasis in the year 2020 was 10.55% and 9.90%, respectively, and landforms of first-class
suitability were mainly concentrated in the near plain side of the urban agglomerations located on
the northern and southern slopes of the Tianshan Mountains, and the urban agglomerations at the
southern edge of Altai Mountains. This study quantified the potential of different geomorphological
types for the development of artificial oases and provided a basis for site selection in future artificial
oasis planning and urban construction.

Keywords: landscape type; land-use change; 1990–2020; change in gravity center; correlation analysis;
development suitability

1. Introduction

An artificial oasis is an area suitable for human settlement and agricultural production
that is considered the core of an arid area [1,2], and the expansion of artificial oases reflects
the changes in population growth and urban production in the arid zone. Global climate
change and the continuous development of urbanization have caused new changes and
challenges to artificial oases [3], and oasis research has become a hot topic that has attracted
extensive attention from scholars at home and abroad [4]. At present, studies on oasis
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changes in arid zones have mainly focused on oasis vegetation [5–7], the dynamic monitor-
ing of land-use changes [8–10], the driving factors of oasis land-cover changes [8,11–14],
oasis desert mapping and evaluation [15,16], oasis carrying capacity, the development
suitability scale [17–20], and oasis landscape pattern changes and ecological impacts [21],
among other topics. In existing studies on artificial oases, Xinjiang, as a typical arid region
in western China, has an important position in the study of Chinese oases.

Xinjiang is located in a vast inland arid zone, and with the in-depth implementation
of the Belt and Road Initiative and the recent implementation of the overall program of
the Xinjiang Pilot Free Trade Zone, population and urbanization problems have become
more prominent, and the development of artificial oases in Xinjiang’s arid zone has become
an important strategic goal [22]. Scholars have conducted substantial research on artificial
oases in Xinjiang. In the study of attribution of oasis migration changes, Zhang et al.
examined land-change characteristics and the migration evolution process of the oases
in Xinjiang from 1990 to 2020, and investigated the degree of influence of each factor
on the spatial distribution of oasis migration by using geodetic probes [2]. A research
group at the Xinjiang Institute of Ecology and Geography, Chinese Academy of Sciences
studied and analyzed the relationship between oasis expansion and water resource use
in the Manas River valley over the last 60 years [23]. Yao et al. analyzed remotely sensed
ecological and land-cover data from 1990 to 2020 and concluded that human factors, such
as the expansion of artificial oases into deserts, the replacement of desert ecosystems
by agricultural ecosystems, and the increase in the distribution of impervious surfaces,
dominated the distribution and changes in oases in Hota [24]. In the study of oasis
development modes, Luo proposed oasis development modes such as the intensive land-
use mode of the alluvial flood fan, the moderate agricultural development mode of the
alluvial plain, and the ecological land-use mode of the river-end oasis [9]. Song et al. used
the Automata–Markov model to simulate the future development of a typical artificial
oasis and its landscape ecological pattern under different scenarios in the Northwest Alar
Reclamation Area, and put forward recommendations for the development of the oasis
under different scenarios [25]. Zhang et al. used a constructed oasis transition network to
study the oasis transition processes and structural stability at the Tuha Basin between 1990
and 2020 [14].

However, most of the current studies on the expansion of artificial oases in Xinjiang
have focused on the impact of factors such as population [26,27], economy [27], hydrological
river network [20,28,29], and road traffic [4,30] on oasis development. There are fewer
studies on geomorphological factors, and most of the existing studies face morphological
and geomorphological constraints such as altitude [2,25,31], degree of slope [25,32], impact
on the density of land use [33], and suitability assessment [34] level. Although the role
of morphogenetically coupled geomorphological types in oasis development has been
mentioned in relevant studies [9], research on the expansion dynamics of oasis development,
including potential quantitative research on the geomorphologic coupling of land use and
artificial oases, is still insufficient, while the degree of influence and the relationship
between morphogenetic and geomorphological types on the development of artificial oases
is not clear. Unlike other plain and hilly areas in eastern China with superior natural
conditions, the unique and rich morphogenetic landforms in the arid zone of Xinjiang,
which were created by the geological structure of mountainous basins and multiple main
forces due to water flow, wind, and dryness, are a synthesis of hydrology, climate, elevation,
undulation, soil, vegetation, and other natural factors, and contain multiple integrated
information on natural geography. Studying the temporal and spatial relationships between
morphogenetic landforms and the dynamic development of artificial oases in Xinjiang
will help to understand the influence of the arid zone’s subsurface background state on
the development potential of artificial oases, which will enable the development of land
of different morphogenetic landform types according to local conditions; this is of great
significance for the future development and utilization of artificial oases in Xinjiang.
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Therefore, this study used secondary land-use data of Xinjiang in 1990, 1995, 2000,
2005, 2010, 2015, and 2020, combined with morphogenetic landform data [35], to construct
the coupling relationship of landforms, land use, and artificial oases. For the landform–
artificial oasis change index, we clustered the geomorphological types that contribute to
and affect the development speed of artificial oases, analyzed the distribution of suitable
geomorphological types in the whole area, and conducted research on the expansion
potential of Xinjiang’s artificial oases under the influence of geomorphology, with the aim
of providing a scientific guideline for the development of Xinjiang.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Study Area

Xinjiang is located in the hinterland of the Asian–European continent in the northwest
of China, with a geographical location of 73◦40′E~96◦23′E, 34◦22′N~49◦10′N. It covers an
area of 1,660,000 square kilometers, accounting for one-sixth of the country’s total land area,
and is a typical arid zone. Its climate is a typical temperate continental climate with low
precipitation, high evaporation, and large temperature differences between day and night.

The Altai, Tianshan, and Kunlun Mountains are located in the north, middle, and south
of Xinjiang, dividing the region into north and south, and the Junggar and Tarim basins
are located in the north and south, respectively, showing the topographic characteristics of
“three mountains and two basins” (Figure 1). These areas are divided into five first-class
geomorphological landforms according to the theory of geomorphological zoning [36].
Seasonal flows and perennial rivers in the mountains create lake-formed landscapes and
fluvial landscapes at the basin margins, the perennial arid environment develops extensive
wind-formed and dry landforms in the basin, and the high-altitude areas in the moun-
tainous regions develop into glaciers and ice-margined landforms covered with snow
and ice all year round. Different genesis types combined with altitude and undulation
characteristics form a rich and unique morphogenetic landform type in Xinjiang.
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Figure 1. Overview of the study area.

Oases are usually formed in the plains of Xinjiang, where the terrain is gentle and
water is abundant, and are divided into artificial oases and natural oases according to the
degree of human interference, with less than 10 percent of their area supporting more than
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90 percent of the population living in this arid zone. Most of the population and economic
activities are concentrated in these artificial oases.

2.2. Datasets
2.2.1. Oasis Dataset

The oasis data for the study area were obtained as multi-period land-use/land-cover
remote sensing data (CN-LUCC) from China’s Resource and Environment Science Data
Center of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Global Surface Cover Data Product
Service website of the National Center for Basic Geographic Information (http://www.
resdc.cn, accessed on 17 February 2022). A total of seven periods of land-use data (Figure 1)
were selected, namely, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, 2010, 2015, 2020, and 2020. The interpretation
of the 1990–2010 period mainly used Landsat TM/ETM series remote sensing data, and
for the period 2015–2020, the analysis mainly used the latest Landsat-8 remote sensing
image data, with a spatial resolution of 30 m. As one of the most accurate remote sensing
monitoring datasets in China, CN-LUCC has been proven to have classification accuracies
higher than 93% for the first level and higher than 90% for the second level through random
sampling verification and Kappa coefficient accuracy assessments [37,38].

The land-use types were classified based on the classification system currently adopted
by the Chinese Academy of Sciences, which consists of 6 categories of first-level land classes
(cropland, forest land, grassland, watershed, construction land, and unused land) and
25 categories of second-level land classes. According to the hierarchy of oasis delineation
in related studies [8,17], artificial oases and other types were established after merging the
second level of the land-use data, in which artificial oases consisted of cropland (paddy
field and dry land), forest land (other forest land), watershed (river canals, reservoirs, and
ponds), and construction land (urban land, rural settlements, and other built-up land).

2.2.2. Geomorphological Data Products

Geomorphological data were obtained from the monograph “Geomorphological Pat-
terns and Effects in Xinjiang” [35]. The main genesis types of landforms in Xinjiang include
nine categories: fluvial, lake-formed, wind-formed, arid, glacial, ice-marginal, loess, vol-
canic lava, and karst [35] (Table 1). There are almost no volcanic lava and karst landforms
due to the smaller area of artificial oases; thus, these landforms were simplified and ignored
in subsequent calculations. Glacial landforms and ice-marginal landforms were developed
in similar locations, whose environments are not conducive to the development of artificial
oases, so they were combined into one category to simplify the analysis. Each landform
contains different modes of action as their main force, such as the fluvial landform exhibits
alluvial, flood, alluvial plus flood, erosion and denudation, and other modes of action as
its main force. The main force’s type plus mode of action together constitutes the genesis
types of landforms in Xinjiang.

Table 1. Distribution of geomorphic landform types in Xinjiang.

Genesis Type Fluvial Wind-Formed Arid Ice-Marginal Glacial Loess Lake-Formed Karst Volcanic Lava

Area/104 km2 44.48 43.01 42.71 15.15 11.32 3.78 3.31 0.12 0.09
Percentage/% 27.12 26.27 26.03 9.24 6.90 2.30 2.02 0.07 0.05

The macro-morphological landform types include plains (cutting depth < 30 m), ter-
races (cutting depth > 30 m), hills (undulating height < 200 m), and mountains (undulating
height ≥ 200 m) [39], and the morphogenetic landform data used in the study combine the
abovementioned genesis types and macro-morphological types (Figure 2).

http://www.resdc.cn
http://www.resdc.cn
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Figure 2. Geomorphological data showing types of macro-morphological landforms.

2.3. Methods

The experimental methodology used in this study consisted of three different stages
(Figure 3): (1) data preparation and index establishment; (2) spatial and temporal variations
and suitability analysis; and (3) development potential forecast.

2.3.1. Construction of Landform–Artificial Oasis Change Index

In this study, we used eight indices, namely, the dynamic amount of landform–artificial
oasis change (∆Ai), the rate of landform–artificial oasis change (ESi), the index of landform–
artificial oasis change trend (Pi), the index of bi-directional dynamic change in landform–
artificial oasis expansion and contraction (TCi), the contribution of landform–artificial oasis
expansion (Qe,i), the contribution of landform–artificial oasis contraction (Qd,i), the total
contribution of landform–artificial oasis change (Qc,i), and the landform–artificial oasis
exploitation degree index (Dbi), to measure the change in artificial oases under different
morphogenetic landscapes.
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The change in an artificial oasis is a cumulative process, in which the change in area
can reflect the change status of the artificial oasis during the study period. Drawing on the
indicators of land-use change, we determined the dynamic degree of landform–artificial
oasis change (∆Ai), which is defined as the sum of change in terms of increase and decrease
in an artificial oasis with a certain morphogenetic landform type over a period of time, and
the formula is as follows:

∆Ai = ∑n
j=1 Abij − ∑n

j=1 Aaij = ∆Ai−in − ∆Ai−out (1)

where i describes a certain landform type; i denotes alluvial plains with fluvial action,
eroded and denuded terraces with ice-marginal action, valley plains with arid action, or
others; j is the jth landform patch under the ith landform type; a and b denote the years in
the beginning and at the end of the study, respectively; and Abij is the area of the artificial
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oasis that belongs to the jth patch on the ith landform type in the year when the study
ends. ∆Ai−in is the sum of the area converted from a non-artificial oasis to an artificial
oasis in landform type i during the study period, ∆Ai−out is the sum of the area converted
from an artificial oasis to other landforms in landform type i during the study period,
which is known as shrinkage, and the difference between the two is the dynamic degree of
landform–artificial oasis change.

To measure the rate of growth of an artificial oasis area in different landforms, analo-
gous to urban studies, the geometric mean method of artificial oasis growth rate is used
to estimate the rate of change in an artificial oasis of a particular landform type in the
study area; the formula for calculating the rate of landform–artificial oasis change (ESi) is
as follows:

ESi =

 T

√√√√∑n
j=1 Abij

∑n
j=1 Aaij

− 1

× 100% (2)

where T is the length of the interval between the years a and b, and ESi > 0 indicates an
expansion of the oasis on landscape type i; the larger the value of ESi, the greater the
intensity of expansion. On the contrary, when ESi < 0, it indicates a shrinkage of the oasis
in this landform type; the larger the value of ESi, the smaller the degree of shrinkage.

Based on the study of trends in land conversion status [10], the index of landform–
artificial oasis change trend (Pi) is established as follows:

Pi =
∆Ai−in − ∆Ai−out
∆Ai−in + ∆Ai−out

(3)

When 0 < Pi ≤ 1, the artificial oasis in landform type i develops in the direction of
increasing scale; when −1 ≤ Pi < 1, the artificial oasis develops in the direction of decreasing
scale. When Pi is closer to 0, it indicates that the size of the artificial oasis is changing
slowly, showing a state of equilibrium; when the value is closer to 1, it indicates that the
main direction of development of this landscape is transitioning from a non-artificial to an
artificial oasis, so the area of the artificial oasis is increasing steadily; when Pi is closer to −1,
it indicates that the main change is transitioning from an artificial oasis or the landscape is
not suitable for artificial use.

The index of the bi-directional dynamic change in landform–artificial oasis expansion
and contraction (TCi) is constructed to characterize the drastic degree of mutual transfor-
mation between artificial and non-artificial oases under a certain landform type, which can
reflect which landform types belong to the hotspot landforms of changes in artificial oases.
The index has the following expression:

TCi = ((

(
∆Ai−in + ∆Ai−out

Aai

)
+ 1)1/T − 1)× 100% (4)

where Aai is the area of the artificial oasis in landform type i in the starting year of the study.
The contribution of landform–artificial oasis expansion (Qe,i), the contribution of

landform–artificial oasis contraction (Qd,i), and the total contribution of landform–artificial
oasis change (Qc,i) were used to standardize the quantitative representation of the extent
to which different landscapes contribute to changing artificial oases, with the following
equations:

Qe,i =
∆Ai−in
∆Ain

× 100% (5)

Qd,i =
∆Ai−out
∆Aout

× 100% (6)

Qc,i =
∆Ai−in + ∆Ai−out

∆Ain + ∆Aout
× 100% (7)
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where ∆Ain denotes the total area of change converted to artificial oases and ∆Aout repre-
sents the total area converted from artificial oases.

The landform–artificial oasis exploitation degree index (Dbi) is the percentage of the
area of a certain landform that has been developed as an artificial oasis in relation to the
total area of the landform, and its formula is as follows:

Dbi =
Abi
Gi

(8)

where Abi is the area of artificial oases in landform type i in year b (2020), and Gi is the total
area of landform type i.

2.3.2. Methods for Analyzing the Spatial and Temporal Distribution of Artificial Oases

The Mann–Kendall test [40,41] was used in the R-studio software (Version number:
R-4.3.2) for trend analysis of temporal changes, which was used to determine whether the
artificial oases across the whole territory exhibited a significant expansion or decay trend
in the time series. The formulae are as follows:

S = ∑n−1
k=1 ∑n

j=k+1 sgn
(

Aj − Ak
)

(9)

sgn(Aj − Ak) =


1 i f Aj − Ak > 0
0 i f Aj − Ak = 0
−1 i f Aj − Ak < 0

(10)

The variance VAR(S) is calculated as follows:

VAR(S) =
n(n − 1)(2n + 5)

18
(11)

The Z-statistic is defined as follows:

Z =


S−1√
VAR(S)

, S > 0

0, S = 0
S+1√
VAR(S)

, S < 0
(12)

where Aj and Ak are the areas of the artificial oases in year j and year k, respectively; n is
the number of years; sgn is the sign function; and the Z-statistic is significant at the given α

level if |Z| > u1− α
2
. The given significance level is α = 0.05.

The center of gravity migration model [42] was used to reflect the process of spatial
evolution of artificial oases; this model intuitively reflects the distribution pattern of artifi-
cial oases by calculating the center of gravity of the oases and deriving the transfer angle
and migration distance.

2.3.3. Cluster Analysis

For the index of the spatio-temporal pattern of artificial oasis landforms, the hierarchi-
cal clustering method based on the average Euclidean distance between groups was used
to classify different landforms into different types that are suitable for the development of
artificial oases, and then different groups of landforms with different oasis development
potential could be obtained. The main advantage of hierarchical clustering is that it does
not require the number of clusters to be pre-defined [43]. Thus, scientific planning and
construction can be carried out for different landform types and groups.

The basic principles of hierarchical clustering are as follows:

• Calculate the similarity matrix between individual landform–artificial oasis change
indices corresponding to several landform types;

• Assume that each landform type is a cluster class;
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• Cyclically merge the two clusters with the highest similarity and then update the
similarity matrix;

• The loop terminates when the number of cluster classes is 1.

The order of cluster aggregation is visualized using a tree diagram, in which the
merging algorithm is based on the similarity between clusters, i.e., the smaller the distance,
the higher the similarity and the easier it is to classify them into one category. The similarity
between clusters is calculated using the Euclidean distance method:

dist
(

Pi, Pj
)
=

n

∑
k=1

(Pik − Pjk)
2 (13)

where the distance between samples is dist(Pi,Pj) and n is the number of landform types.
Clustering quality is assessed using the Silhouette coefficient [44]. For a dataset D of n

objects, assume that D is divided into k clusters. For each object o in D, calculate the average
distance a(o) between the object and other objects in the cluster it belongs to. Similarly,
calculate the minimum average distance b(o) between the object and the clusters it does not
belong to. For each object in the dataset, the Silhouette coefficient is calculated and then
averaged as a measure of clustering quality. The Silhouette coefficient takes values in the
range [−1, 1], with values closer to 1 representing better-quality clusters and values closer
to −1 representing worse-quality clusters.

S(i) =


1 − a(i)

b(i) , a(i) < b(i)

0, a(i) = b(i)
a(i)
b(i) − 1, a(i) > b(i)

(14)

Here, a(i) is the intra-cluster dissimilarity of sample i, which is the average distance from
sample i to other samples in the same cluster; the smaller the value of a(i), the greater
the likelihood that sample i should be clustered into that cluster. b(i) is the inter-cluster
dissimilarity of sample i, with b(i) = min{bi1,bi2,. . .. . . ,bik}, in which bij is the average
distance of all samples from sample i to another cluster Cj, i.e., the dissimilarity between
sample i and cluster cj; when s(i) is close to 1, it indicates that it is reasonable for sample i to
be clustered.

2.3.4. Analysis of the Development Potential of Artificial Oases in Different Landforms

The buffer function of ArcGIS was used to calculate the area of artificial oases in
2020 that were contained in buffer zones of different widths and distances in 1990, and to
determine the most suitable study range for the expansion of artificial oases; on this basis,
the buffer analysis were performed based on the artificial oases in 2020, and the area and
spatial distribution of each suitable type within the width range were determined.

3. Results
3.1. Analysis of Spatial and Temporal Changes in Artificial Oases

The area of artificial oases in Xinjiang increased continuously for 30 years (p < 0.05),
from 63,600 km2 in 1990 to 64,000 km2 in 1995 with a slow growth rate of 0.6%. From 2005
to 2010, there was an obvious expansion of artificial oases, whose growth rate reached the
highest of 24.32% during the study period, which was closely related to the development of
agricultural technology; a part of the second-class land suitable for land use was developed
in large quantities, and the area of artificial oases increased to 93,600 km2 in 2010. From 2010
to 2020, the growth rate slowed down, and the area of artificial oases reached 104,200 km2

in 2020 (Figure 4a). The slowdown in the rate of growth was mainly due to the low
agricultural efficiency and poor farming conditions of land on unsuitable artificial oasis
landscapes in some areas, as well as the fact that some farmers had chosen to work as
employees instead of farming. Although the trend of urban hardening of land was still on
the rise, there were varying degrees of abandonment of arable land in some places. At the
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same time, the government’s ecological compensation policy had also slowed down the
growth rate of artificial oases to some extent, and the ecological restoration of high-altitude
and steep-slope landscapes continued. According to the Xinjiang Forestry Department, by
the end of 2019, the cumulative area of plough-return, forest-return, and grassland-return
areas in Xinjian had reached about 150 million ha [31].
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We calculated the gravity center of artificial oases in period 7 (Figure 4b); the results
showed that the gravity center of artificial oases continued to migrate in the northeast
direction between 1990 and 2005, with a total migration of 90 km, of which the longest
migration distance was 47 km between 1995 and 2000. The gravity center of artificial oases
in this period was mainly affected by the expansion of the urban agglomeration located
on the east northern slopes of Tianshan Mountains, with Urumqi as its representative.
From 2005 to 2010, the gravity center of artificial oases shifted 173 km to 22.8 degrees
southeast, which was the fastest growth period in the time series and was closely related
to the development of oasis cities in the eastern part of the southern border of Xinjiang.
Previously, arable land was mainly distributed in the alluvial flood plains of northern
Xinjiang with favorable climatic conditions and suitable soil. However, around 2010,
with the emergence and promotion of drip irrigation technology, the level of agricultural
technology in China improved significantly [31]. This allowed some of the unused land
in flood plains, grasslands, and other landscapes with relatively poor moisture conditions
in southern Xinjiang to be reclaimed as farmland or orchards, resulting in a significant
increase in area and a shift of focus to the south.

From 2010 to 2020, the center of gravity of artificial oases continued to shift towards
the northeast, with a shift of 17 km towards 43.8 degrees northeast from 2010 to 2015, and
31 km towards 62 degrees northeast from 2015 to 2020; the development of these oases
was relatively stable during this period, and it was still the urban agglomeration on the
northern slopes of the Tianshan Mountains that gained momentum across the whole of
Xinjiang, showing the highest contribution to the distribution of the gravity center.

3.2. Analysis of Landform–Artificial Oasis Suitability Cluster

The subcategories of genesis geomorphology with prominent features in the index
(the mode of action of the main force) were proposed separately; the hierarchical clustering
method based on calculating the average Euclidean distance between the groups was used
to cluster the landform types with artificial oases throughout the whole territory according
to the eight landform–artificial oasis indices; vertical standardization was used for the
convenience of the visual analysis to obtain the clustering results shown in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5. Landform–artificial oasis development suitability clustering heat map. The meanings of the
indicators are as follows: the rate of landform–artificial oasis change (ESi), the index of bi-directional
dynamic change in landform–artificial oasis expansion and contraction (TCi), the index of landform–
artificial oasis change trend (Pi), the contribution of landform–artificial oasis expansion (Qe,i), the
contribution of landform–artificial oasis contraction (Qd,i), the total contribution of landform–artificial
oasis change (Qc,i), the dynamic degree of change (∆Ai), and the landform–artificial oasis exploitation
degree index (Dbi).

The indicators were classified into three categories according to the similarity inter-
pretation (Silhouette coefficient), namely, the category of indicators of trends of change,
including the rate of landform–artificial oasis change (ESi), the index of bi-directional
dynamic change in landform–artificial oasis expansion and contraction (TCi), and the
index of landform–artificial oasis change trend (Pi); the category of indicators of change
contribution change, including the contribution of landform–artificial oasis expansion (Qe,i),
the contribution of landform–artificial oasis contraction (Qd,i), the total contribution of
landform–artificial oasis change (Qc,i), and the dynamic degree of change (∆Ai); and the
indicator in the exploitation degree category is the landform–artificial oasis exploitation
degree index (Dbi).

According to the clustering results, the landform types were divided into six categories
(Table 2), in which fluvial alluvial plains and fluvial alluvial flood plains were the main
landform types contributing to the increase in artificial oases in the whole area, showing
the first and second highest contribution to the change, respectively, along with a relatively
high degree of development; these fluvial alluvial plains and fluvial alluvial flood plains
were categorized as class I suitability and class II suitability of landform types suitable for
the development of artificial oases, respectively. The overall area of fluvial alluvial terraces
was not large and the degree of development was previously low, but the high rate of
increase and the positive increasing trend in the last 30 years, coupled with a high degree
of exploitation by the year 2020, made these terraces a landform type with high-speed
suitability for the development of artificial oases. Loess plains and loess plateaus showed
a slow growth rate and small changes, or even a negative growth trend, but they had a
high degree of development and were landforms with a more mature development pattern.
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Because land suitable for development into an artificial oasis had basically been fully
developed, these plains and plateaus were categorized as a landform type with mature
suitability. The overall change trend of artificial oases in the landform type of wind-formed
terraces, arid flood plains, arid terraces, arid erosion plains, wind-formed hills, wind-
formed sandy plains, and wind-formed grass scrub sand piles was large, but the proportion
of artificial oases in this landform type was small and the degree of development was low,
which meant that it had a low level of suitability and could be developed with the technical
support of irrigation and other technologies. For the landform types with fluvial hills, lake-
formed plains, glacial/ice-margins landforms, arid hills, loess hills, arid mountains, fluvial
hills, fluvial erosion/flood terraces, loess hills, and fluvial flood plains, the area of artificial
oases was small due to drought, altitude, and gravelly soils, among other reasons; these
landform types were less utilized and were categorized as being of marginal suitability
for the development of artificial oases. Landform types that had a low level of suitability
or marginal suitability for the development of artificial oases accounted for more than
80 percent of the territory, which meant that most of the land in the territory was unsuitable
for the development of artificial oases in terms of morphogenetic landform types.

Table 2. Patterns of landform types with suitability for the development of artificial oases.

Pattern Type Code Patterns of Temporal and
Spatial Variation

Number of
Landform Types Area (km2) Percentage

Class I suitability 1 Maximum contribution to change,
greater degree of exploitation 1 119,452.22 7.39%

Class II suitability 2 Second highest contribution to change,
medium level of exploitation 1 99,459.08 6.15%

High-speed
suitability 3 Rapid trend, low contribution to

change, and high degree of exploitation 1 3819.29 0.24%

Low level of
suitability 4 Rapid trend, low contribution to

change, and little exploitation 7 677,558.12 41.89%

Mature suitability 5
Slow or even negative trend, low

contribution, and high degree
of exploitation

2 5659.78 0.35%

Marginal
suitability 6 Slow or even negative trend, low

contribution, and little exploitation 10 711,504.77 43.99%

3.3. Forecasting the Development Potential of Artificial Oases across the Territory Based on
Geomorphological Conditions

The expansion of artificial oases is dominated by the outward expansion (marginal
expansion) and infill (infill expansion) of the original artificial oases. Enclave expansion
accounts for a relatively small proportion of expansion scenarios in most types of land, and
at the same time, enclave expansion is more difficult to predict due to the uncertainty of
the location in which it occurs; therefore, changes in land use in the vicinity of the original
artificial oases were mainly considered in the present study.

A buffer zone with a width of 0.5–20 km was created at certain intervals for the artificial
oases in 1990, and the area of artificial oases in 2020 within the buffer zones of different
widths was calculated (Figure 6). The results showed that 72% of the area of artificial
oases in 2020 was covered by artificial oases in 1990 and their surroundings within 0.5 km.
The area of artificial oases in 2020 within a buffer zone increased as the buffer zone range
increased, and the growth trend slowed down and stabilized while a large amount of the
surrounding undeveloped open space was encompassed by the buffer zone. Thus, a buffer
distance of 8 km was chosen for a comprehensive analysis. In this analysis, 96.02 percent of
the area of artificial oases in 2020 fell within 8 km of the area of artificial oases in 1990 and
their surroundings, and the 8 km buffer zone explained most of the change in area during
the 30-year development of artificial oases.
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Figure 6. Relationship between the proportion of artificial oases in 2020 and the buffer scale.

Based on the area of artificial oases in 2020, an 8 km buffer zone was created, and the
proportion and distribution of various types of geomorphologically suitable landform types
within the buffer zone were calculated. In terms of area (Figure 7), landform types of high-
speed suitability and mature suitability accounted for the smallest amount of area, at 0.3%
and 0.7%, respectively, which was related to the fact that there are fewer places of these two
landform types. The landform types of class I suitability and class II suitability accounted
for 10.5% and 9.9%, respectively, and these were the most probable geomorphological
landform types that could continue to be developed into artificial oases. Although the
proportion of the distribution area of the landform types with class I suitability and class
II suitability was larger near the original oases compared to the distribution in the whole
territory, the suitability for development of these landform type was generally low because
over half of the land was on the edge of an artificial oasis.
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within the 8 km buffer zone in 2020.

In terms of spatial location (Figure 8), there were lands on certain landform types that
were suitable for development into artificial oases to some extent, including around the
cities on the north and south sides of the Tianshan Mountains, especially north of Hutubi
and Jimusar (Figure 8b), and there was a larger area of alluvial plains on the south of Shaya,
which is located on the southern slopes of the Tianshan Mountains, that could be developed
(Figure 8c). In the Tuha Basin, except for Torkun, which held a small amount of land
with landforms of first-class suitability, there was very little land with landforms of class I
suitability in other areas, and the majority of land suitable for development was dominated
by landforms of second-class suitability. In the middle of the Tianshan Mountains, urban
development was more complete, with less land belonging to the landforms of class I and
class II suitability for development (Figure 8d). In the north of the border, the land available
for development around Habaha and Buurzin was located in a large area of first-class
suitability, and there was more than sufficient space for development (Figure 8e).
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Figure 8. Distribution of landform patterns of primary and secondary suitability for development of
artificial oases within the 8 km buffer zone of an artificial oasis in 2020 in Xinjiang (a–e). Figure (b–e)
show partial enlargement of Figure (a), and the purple dotted boxes in Figure (a) show the overall
positions of these landforms in Xinjiang. Figure (b) shows a part of the north slope of the Tianshan
Mountains; Figure (c) shows a part of the south slope of the Tianshan Mountains; Figure (c) shows
the Ili River Valley region; and Figure (d) shows the south of the Altai Mountains.

4. Discussion
4.1. Impact of Morphogenetic Landforms on Artificial Oasis Change

Since the 1990s, land use in Xinjiang has changed considerably, and scholars have
examined change statistics from the perspectives of oases [45,46], arable land [13,27,29],
and construction land [12,47] across the whole territory. Existing studies have found that
the total area of artificial oases has substantially increased due to the development of
agricultural technology before and after 2010, and the trend of southward movement is
obvious in general [14,27]. However, most of the analyses on oasis changes in previous
work only examined the time trend of oasis changes and the changes in the transfer
matrix of land-use types, and there is a lack of separate analyses on the relationship
between changes in artificial oases and geomorphological types. In terms of attribution
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of oasis changes, previous studies have focused on multifactorial analyses of hydrology,
climate, soil, economy, population, topographic relief, and elevation [48–50]. Topographic
elevation and relief, as morpho-geomorphological elements, remain basically unchanged
in a short period of time, which means they should be taken into account in the model as
constraints, and it is difficult to use them as explanatory factors in attribution analyses of
oasis dynamic changes.

However, for Xinjiang, the morphological factors of the terrain explain the expansion
of artificial oases more than demographic and economic factors, as confirmed by previous
studies [27], mainly because the special morphology of its mountainous areas and basins
restricts the expansion of specific land-use types. Unlike plains where a flat river can
expand uniformly in all directions, some of the artificial oases in Xinjiang will stop or
slow down their expansion when they are blocked by mountains such as the Tianshan
Mountains, Altay Mountains, and Kunlun Mountains, and the mountainous terrain also
prevents the merging of these artificial oases on both sides, which reflects the influence of
morphological landform types on the development of oases. In addition, water resources
are one of the most important factors limiting the development of oases [14,51]. As the
lifeline of irrigated agriculture, water determines the distribution of farmland [52], and
without the support of water resources, arable land will be abandoned and degraded. For
arid zones, the pattern of the landform greatly affects the distribution of water resources.
For example, the edges of alluvial flood fans in these plains are often where groundwater is
exposed, and these locations are also often where oases begin to appear [53,54], which fully
reflects the influence of geomorphological structure on the distribution and development
of artificial oases. The geomorphological genesis type indicates the role and mode of action
of the main forces that caused the existing landform; for example, the fluvial landform
type represents a landform type whose geomorphology is formed under the influence of
flowing water, and the arid landform type is mainly molded by the erosion and stripping of
the arid environment, which implies the current status and possible direction of utilization
of water resources, and has a very strong indicative role in the potential development of
artificial oases.

Unlike factors such as elevation and undulation, the genesis of morphological land-
forms has been included in few studies as a factor of artificial oasis development as it is a
category variable rather than a numerical variable. However, the genesis of morphological
landforms contains a lot of information; for example, the genesis of fluvial alluvial plains
contains information such as relatively abundant water resources in terms of hydrology
and loamy soil with fine soil grains, which have covariate relationships with other natural
factors. This is different from the combination analysis of individual elements. By analyzing
the morpho-geomorphological genesis of landforms as a whole, we can avoid the local bias
of multi-factorial numerical computation and have a more holistic understanding, which is
suitable for the analysis of the “object” rather than the calculation of individual “raster”.
This fully reflects the necessity of studying the genesis of landforms.

4.2. Explanation of Clustering Suitability Patterns

Many studies have analyzed the stability of oases from the perspective of ecological
carrying potential using multi-indicator layers [55,56], and in terms of suitability research,
some scholars have focused on the ratio of suitability between an artificial oasis and
a natural oasis and proposed a balanced model of oasis development [18,22,34]; multi-
indicator methods, such as hierarchical analysis methods, have been widely applied to the
evaluation of suitability of a single land-use type [57,58]. However, this part of the study
requires multi-source data, and the relationship between various indicators is complex,
which makes it difficult to clarify the inclusion of interactive relationships. In these studies,
clustering heat maps are often used as clusters of spatial objects [59,60] to achieve type
classification based on indicators.

Based on the above shortcomings, this study innovatively introduced the index pa-
rameters of artificial oasis and morphogenetic landform types; by clustering the landform
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types with artificial oasis in the whole territory according to the landform–artificial oasis
change index, they can be divided into six categories of landform–artificial oasis types, and
the most suitable landforms of the first and second classes for the development of artificial
oases are fluvial alluvial plains and fluvial alluvial flood plains, which is in high agreement
with the results of previous evaluation using multiple indicators [35]. In addition, fluvial
alluvial terraces were classified as suitable geomorphological types for high-speed devel-
opment, and loess plains and loess terraces are as landform types with mature suitability,
which have obvious characteristics but are small in size and, thus, were not used in the
main analysis on the suitability of geomorphological landforms for the development of
artificial oases in the whole territory. The landform types with the largest percentage of
area are unsuitable for the development of artificial oases (low level of suitability and
marginal suitability); thus, the majority of land in the whole territory is restricted in terms
of development of artificial oases.

Regarding the expansion mode of artificial oases, related studies have found that the
artificial oasis development approach in Xinjiang represented by cultivated land shows
obvious path dependence, and new artificial oases are mainly distributed in the periphery
of the original oases [27]. However, there is a lack of study on the expansion range of
specific artificial oases in the original developed land. Thus, this study investigated the
expansion range during the development of artificial oases from 1990 to 2020 and found
that an 8 km buffer zone around an original artificial oasis could explain more than 96% of
the growth change in the next 30 years. Based on this result, the suitability of landform
types within 8 km of an artificial oasis in 2020 was calculated. Compared to the scenarios
of predictions based on suitability throughout the whole territory and future scenario
modeling based on land-use types [61], this study avoids discrete locations far away from
existing artificial oases and settlements, and the approach based on a priori statistics makes
this study more relevant.

4.3. Shortcomings and Prospects

Undeniably, policy factors have an important impact on the development of artifi-
cial oases. From 2006 to 2020, various ecological protection measures such as returning
farmlands to forests and desertification control were implemented in Xinjiang [14,31,62],
which have greatly influenced the distribution pattern of artificial oases in the territory.
On the one hand, fallowing has turned some cultivated artificial oases into unused land
or natural oases. On the other hand, after treatment, the area of soil erosion in Xinjiang
in 2019 was about 839,800 km2, which was 45,600 km2 less than that in 2012 [31], and
desertification control has changed some land from desert to natural oases [63,64], which,
in turn, have the possibility of being developed into artificial oases. Additionally, priority
development areas with favorable policies and the significant deployment of policy needs
will lead to urban and population relocation, resulting in a significant increase in the area
of artificial oases represented by built-up land. In addition to policy factors, anthropogenic
demand factor is another major factor affecting the area of artificial oases [14,65,66], which
is reflected in the change in arable land due to the population’s demand for food [2,47,67]
and accelerated demand for the expansion of construction land due to the development of
cities [68,69]. This study only analyzed the potential of development and the utilization of
artificial oases in different subsurface environments from the perspective of comprehensive
natural geographic background based on morphogenetic geomorphology, which could not
offer a completely accurate prediction of future development and could only be used as
a reference for site selection in these environments. In future studies, considerations of
anthropogenic needs and policy factors can be included to improve the accuracy of the
potential estimation.

This study analyzed the development patterns and coupling mechanisms statistically
based on the development data of artificial oases in the last 30 years, which could not fully
explain the suitability mechanism of each landform. With the development of technology,
the land of some landform types may be changed from unsuitable to suitable for develop-
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ment, and the conclusions of this study are only appropriate to the current technological
level of agro-urban development.

In future research, on the basis of morphogenetic geomorphology, we will combine
natural, humanistic, and social data, and, at the same time, improve the accuracy of land-
use data by combining indoor and outdoor data with fieldwork to analyze the potential
mechanism and development direction of artificial oases in arid zones at a finer scale, with
a view towards providing technical support for the development of arid zones.

5. Conclusions

By analyzing the spatio-temporal relationship between morphogenetically coupled
landform types and the development of artificial oases in Xinjiang, this study explored
the development of artificial oases in different landforms and examined their distribution
across the entire territory of Xinjiang over the past 30 years, as well as the suitability of
different landforms for the development of artificial oases based on their location. The
following conclusions are drawn based on our results:

(1) From 1990 to 2020, the area of artificial oases throughout the territory continued to
increase, with a clear trend of expansion to the south due to the development of
artificial oases in the southern border from 2005 to 2010, and the center of gravity of
these oases continued to migrate in the northeast direction in the other periods.

(2) With regard to the landform–artificial oasis change index, the hierarchical clustering
method based on calculating the average Euclidean distance between groups was used
to classify the indicators into groups of change trend indicators, change contribution
indicators, and exploitation degree indicators according to their similarity, and six
types of landform–artificial oasis development suitability models were created based
on the results of the clustering analysis, namely, class I suitability (fluvial alluvial
plains), class II suitability (fluvial alluvial plains), high-speed suitability (fluvial
alluvial terraces), mature suitability (loess terraces and loess plains), low level of
suitability, and marginal suitability. Among them, the proportions of landforms of first-
and second-class suitability in the whole territory were 7.39% and 6.15%, respectively.

(3) The optimal scale of analysis during the 30-year development of artificial oases in
Xinjiang was 8 km, which could explain more than 96% of the growth changes in
artificial oases, and the distribution of landforms of class I and class II suitability
within the 8km buffer zone of an artificial oasis accounted for 10.55% and 9.90%,
respectively, in 2020, and the landforms of class I suitability for the development
of artificial oases were mainly concentrated in the north and south of the urban
agglomerations on the northern and southern slopes of the Tianshan Mountains,
and urban agglomerations located at the southern edge of the Altai Mountain. The
suitability of the landforms in the Tuha Basin was mainly of the second level.
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